
LIST OF DOCUMENTS 
 

- 1912 - 

 
1. February 21, 1912. Although it would seem that the Albanian question is not 

present, the author believes that the founding of a “pleased and faithful Albania is the 
strongest guarantee of the Ottoman domination in Europe”. / p. 64 

2. February 24, 1912. The description of Albania’s future borders, according to the 
German geographer and orientalist Hugo Grothe. / p. 66 

3. May 7, 1912. “The territorial claims of the Albanians are fair”. / p. 69 
4. June 17, 1912. The Ottoman officers of Albanian origin are among the members 

of the Young Turks’ Committee. / p. 70 
5. June 19, 1912. The general political context of “the Albanian danger”. / p. 71 
6. June 30, 1912. The intention of Austria “to occupy Albania” in order to extend its 

influence in the Balkan Peninsula. / p. 72 
7. July 14, 1912. Letter from Usküb (Skopje), published in a newspaper from 

Vienna, regarding the events in Albania; there are presented the opinions of “those better 
informed”. / p. 73 

8. July 29, 1912. Extensive presentation of “Albania and Albanians”, made by the 
Romanian professor Constantin S. Constante (Aromanian), an expert regarding the 
historical and cultural realities, who concludes: “the independence of Albania must be 
prepared by a native culture, taught in national schools”. / p. 75 

9. August 3, 1912. Correspondence from Usküb, city occupied by the Albanian 
insurgents. / p. 82 

10. August 7, 1912. Correspondence from Usküb. The insurgents are occupying the 
city of Cumanova; they are demand money from the ethnic communities (Aromanian, 
Bulgarian, Turkish). / p. 84 

11. August 13, 1912. Story, in „Seara” (Bucharest), of a conference of the Albanian 
revolutionaries, held in a village close to Pristina. / p. 85 

12. August 17, 1912. The requests (in number of 14) of the Albanian revolutionaries, 
submitted to the Ottoman government. / p. 87 

13. August 18, 1912. The professor of geography and the publicist Gabriel Giurgiu 
about the interests of Romania in the Balkans and about “the necessity of an independent 
Albania, in the case of Turkey’s dismemberment”. / p. 88 

14. August 20. Correspondence from Coritza, the center of an area where “there are 
also many villages inhabited by Christian Albanians”. / p. 89 

15. August 21, 1912. Correspondence from Coritza and Monastir (Bitolia). The stage 
of the revolutionary movement, the probability of introducing, starting September 1, the 
Albanian language “in all the public schools from Albania and Macedonia, being adopted 
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everywhere the Latin characters instead of the Albanian books written with Arabic 
letters”. / p. 90 

16. August 25, 1912. Conversation with Pandele Vanghelie, leader of Albanians in 
Romania, about the rightness of Albanians’ national claims, the position of the Young 
Turks towards those claims, the attitude of Romanians; “the Albanians were the fiercest 
fighters in order to enforce the constitutional regime in Turkey”. / p. 93 

17. August 31, 1912. Conversation with Hristo Mexi, leader of the Albanians in 
Romania; exposure of the history regarding the Albanian question: “the Albanians are 
threatened by all those who surround them, in order to be destroyed as a nation in the 
Balkan Peninsula. But it is good to know that the Albanians will bravely fight, as they are 
well-known”. / p. 95 

18. September, 1912. The professor and publicist N. Tacit (of Aromanian origin) is 
widely presenting “the Albanian nation” and he makes considerations regarding its 
national-cultural fate. / p. 97 

19. September 3, 1912. Conversation with the Albanian publicist and man of culture 
Asdren (Alexandru Stavre Drenova, the author of Albania’s National Anthem), resident in 
Bucharest: “We can not talk today about an independent Albania. This may be, at best, a 
very distant ideal. For the moment, this nation, of the most noble race and of a strong 
vitality, needs a national civilization and culture and for this it fights”. / p. 100 

20. September 20, 1912. About the singularity of Albanian Justice. / p. 102 
21. October 4, 1912. Conversation with Ismail Kemal Bey, who “hopes” in a positive 

attitude of the Romanian government regarding the solving of the Albanian question, 
“especially that there is also a Romanian population in Albania which, under Albanian 
autonomy, would enjoy a free existence, proper for the civilization in which we live”. / p. 103  

22. October 11, 1912. Conversation with Vasile Zografi, leader of the Albanians in 
Romania. The claims of his people within the Ottoman Empire: “For us to be autonomous 
under the sovereignty of Turkey, to govern ourselves, and to be left in peace by all our 
neighbours. Meanwhile, we do not ask for more”. / p. 104 

23. October 20, 1912. Rumours regarding the organization of a pan-Albanian 
congress in Bucharest: “There will be present many Albanian leaders in order to protest 
against the occupation of their territory by the allied armies”. / p. 106 

24. October 23, 1912. Conversation with Ismail Kemal Bey, arrived in Bucharest to 
prepare the pan-Albanian congress: “All the Albanians are watching only this nation /the 
Romanians/. I believe that Romania, which, in the present circumstances, develops a so 
wise policy, will not allow to anyone to diminish the small Albanian territory. And beside 
this, I also hope that it will help us to gain our autonomy, as it helped the Bulgarians in 
1878”. / p. 106 

25. October 31, 1912. The necessity of existing an independent Albania, “as a 
condition of stability and equilibrium in the new composition of Balkan nations”; at the 
same time, “our Aromanian compatriots, taking in account an autonomous Albania, 
should be meant to achieve great progresses regarding the national identity”. / p. 107 
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26. November 3, 1912. The Romanian professor and scientist (of Aromanian origin) 
Pericle Papahagi, reveals commune cultural facts regarding Albanians and Aromanians; he 
considers that the Ottoman imperial authorities will not have prejudices against this 
nations. / p. 108 

27. November 7, 1912. Gabriel Giurgea considers that in the southern Balkan 
Peninsula, in the new international context due to the outbreak of the Balkan War, “there 
would be developed two states: Greece and Albano-Macedonia, with different traditions 
and languages; a Greek-Latin state with nearly three million inhabitants in south of Serbia 
and Bulgaria, would be a safety element against the Slavic-Balkan imperialism”. / p. 110 

28. November 8, 1912. Declarations of Ismail Kemal Bey: “Immediately after my 
arrival I will proclaim the independence of Albania and thus Europe will face a reality. All 
the Albanian tribes are claiming the independence of Albania”. / p. 111 

29. November 9. The call of Albanians to the Great Powers, favourably commented 
by the important and influent newspaper in Bucharest: “For the first time we observe that 
the Albanians are making a serious and wise step, especially when we are seeing under the 
same flag the legitimates leaders and representatives of all Albanians groups, no matter the 
religion and the political hue”. / p. 112 

30. November 10, 1912. Declarations of the Serbian diplomat Nenadovici, according 
to which “Serbia gives up Albania”. / p. 113 

31. November 11, 1912. Derviş Hima, arrived in Romania as leader of a delegation, is 
protesting against the assertions of the Serbian diplomat Nenadovici: “The epithets of 
thieves and bandits, from after the massacres and looting committed on innocent Albanians 
by the Serbian generals and armies, are for these who committed those banes”. / p. 114 

32. November 11, 1912. The character and the energy of the Albanian nation, 
according to the vision of a journalist from Budapest, geopolitical context: “By the 
proclamation of Albania’s independence, Austria-Hungary will have a powerful support in 
the Balkan Peninsula”. / p. 

33. November 11, 1912. Analysis of the international situation from the perspective of 
a new state’s birth: “In Albania, each state has to defend material interests and if these 
interests are less important than the sacrifices it makes to defend them, than we can be sure 
that the mercantile calculation will prevent the war”. / p. 116 

34. November 12, 1912. The declarations of Sureya Bey Vlora: “Me and all the 
Albanian leaders who are interested in the fate of our country, have been and still are 
against an autonomy. We claim the proclamation of Albania in an independent state from 
the moment in which it is excluded the possibility of maintaining the status-quo ante 
bellum, in European Turkey”. / p. 117 

35. November 13, 1912. Declarations of a “political Austrian-Hungarian figure” 
regarding the situation of Albanians: “Austria-Hungary and Italy are the first states in the 
world who have vital interests in Albania”. / p. 119 

36. November 13, 1912. Conversation with the Albanian intellectual Derviş Hima: 
“For Albanians, the most important target in the social order is the freedom. Italy and 
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Austria, which have special interests in the Adriatic Sea, and a special agreement between 
them, will never agree the Albanian Adriatic coast to fall in other hands than their natural 
possession, the Albanian one”. / p. 120 

37. November 17, 1912. The flying of the national flag in Durazzo (black eagle on red 
background). / p. 122 

38. November 18, 1912. Telegram from the president of the Provisional Government, 
Ismail Kemal Bey: “The delegates from all the Albanian territories, with no distinction of 
religion, gathered today in the general assembly in the city of Valona, proclaimed the 
independence of Albania, and formed a provisional government. The Albanians are happy 
for being able to enter in the family of nations in the Balkan Peninsula, whose older 
brothers are by their origin”. / p. 123 

39. November 20, 1912. The Romanian press welcomes the founding of the Albanian 
State: “The Romanian nation, also the fruit of the principle of nationality and freedom, 
welcomes from all the heart the new principality of Albania. With the new principality we 
are unite not only through the sympathies which the identity of historical events are 
establishing even between different nations, but also through the Aromanian population 
which, for centuries and with strong ties of brotherhood, led, together with the Albanians, 
the hardest yoke of slavery”. / p. 124 

40. November 20, 1912. Conversation with an Albanian professor; the story of events 
regarding the proclamation of Albania’s independence; references regarding the national-
cultural movement of the Albanians in Romania. / p. 126 

41. November 24, 1912. Conversation with Derviş Hima; about the political situation 
in Albania, the relations between Albanians and Aromanians, the question of the Albano-
Romanian Bishopric, the connections of Albanians with Romania, Albania and the Balkan 
coalition. / p. 128 

42. November 26, 1912. Article entitled Albania’s independence, signed by An 
Albanian. / p. 131 

43. November 29, 1912. In Autonomous Albania, about the Albanian habits, the 
legitimacy of revenge, the Albanian hospitality. / p. 132 

44. November 30, 1912. The Romanian lawyer and publicist (of Aromanian origin) 
Const. I. Naum, considers that “through the independence of Albania it was created a 
Latin state – recognized – at the gates of the Orient, as a buffer zone against the widening 
of Slavism”, and “through the protection which will be given to this new Albanian 
principality, by its older sister Italy, the Thracians and the Daco-Romans in the Balkan 
Peninsula will revive, will grow and will increase the Latin civilization in the entire 
European Orient”. / p. 133 

45. November, 1912. The professor and publicist N. Tacit shows that the 
Independence of Albania means “the achievement of all utopian ideals of small nations in 
the Balkans”. / p. 135 

46. December 1, 1912. Call to the Albanians in Romania, made by an initiative 
Committee, for the participation to a meeting, “in order to protest together against these 
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dominations and against the atrocities committed against our brothers by the Balkan allies 
and to claim Albania’s neutrality”. / p. 137 

47. December 4, 1912. The Albanians from Bucharest celebrated the proclamation of 
Albania’s Independence by a Te-Deum; they sanctified the national flag of the new state; 
they participated to a huge public meeting, at which they adopted a motion: “We appeal to 
the public opinion of civilized nations, to take into account the claims of Albanians, and 
we are firmly convinced that the Great Powers will not tolerate the injustice to be 
committed and this nation to be left as a prey for the greed of wolfish neighbours”. / p. 137 

48. December 7, 1912. Declarations of prince Ahmed Fuad, “one of the most serious 
competitors to the throne of Albania”. / p. 140 

49. December 9, 1912. Declarations of Ismail Kemal Bey, chief of the Provisional 
Government: “the best solution which may solve the oriental question is an Albania united 
with Macedonia, which is inhabited by almost 500,000 Romanians, that would form the 
state of equilibrium in the Balkan Peninsula”. / p. 142 

50. December 12, 1912. The agricultural, industrial and financial situation of Albania; 
the press body of the Conservative Party concludes: “The European nations, which had 
direct economic relations with Albania are obliged to work with devotion for the 
prosperity of this state”. / p. 144 

51. December 12, 1912. Relations of cooperation between the Albanians from 
Cumanova and the Bulgarian and Serbian notables. / p.146 

52. December 13, 1912. Story about the events regarding the proclamation of 
Independence; information given by a delegate of Albanians in Romania, D. Zografi, 
eyewitness. / p.147 

53. December 14, 1912 A well-known journalist shows that “The achievement of the 
Albanian ideal is the triumph of justice, the triumph of the principle regarding the equality 
of nations in the Balkan Peninsula, in the name of which the war against Turkey was 
started”; he expressed the belief that “The autonomous Albania will have the right to its 
entire freedom and to an independent situation, just under the freedom which will be 
respected by the compatriots”. / p. 149 

54. December 15, 1912. The considerations of professor N. Iorga regarding the impli-
cations – for Romania and in international context – of founding the Albanian State. / p. 150 

55. December 16, 1912. The declarations of Nuzet Vrion-bey, former Turkish 
governor of Valona, with Albanian origin; the future leader of Albania “can not be 
anything else than a prince from an European royal family. Any other person has no 
chance to be elected by the Albanian national assembly”. / p. 152 

56. December 18, 1912. Correspondence from Brindisi, in „Românul”: about the 
Albanian manifestations in Valona, the competitors for Albania’s throne, the Albanians from 
America against a Muslim prince; meeting with the Aromanian poet Nuşi Tulliu. / p. 153 
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57. December 19, 1912. Comments, in „Conservatorul”,about the attitude of Romania 
regarding the establishment of Albania’s borders: “in virtue of the principle of 
nationalities, claimed by the Balkan allies, we declare the rights of Aromanians”. / p. 155 

58. December 20, 1912. Correspondence from Bari, with the title Towards the new 
country! / p. 157 

59. December 20, 1912. Correspondence from Bari, with the title Albania’s 
Independence; references to: the future leaders of Albania, the phases of transition, the 
geographical borders, the three currents, the attitude of Romanian nationalists from Egypt 
and America, an enthusiastic call, new bloodsheds. / p.159 

60. December 20, 1912. Interview with Nuzet Vrion-bey: “With the Romanians from 
Albania we are living in the best conditions and together we are fighting against the 
tendency of Greece regarding our denationalization. Your compatriots will enjoy 
important privileges within the Albanian state”. / p.162 

61. December 23, 1912. Correspondence from Bari; about the city of Coritza during 
its occupation by the Greek army. / p.164 

62. December 29, 1912. The statement of the Albanian Provisional Government 
presented by Edward Grey, Foreign minister of England and president of the 
Ambassadors’ Conference in London. / p. 167 

63. December 30, 1912. Considerations, in „Ordinea” (Bucharest) regarding the 
future of Albania, “a province full of life and courage. What will be tomorrow Albania? 
That is the big enigma which torments the entire Europe”. / p. 169 

 

- 1913 - 

 
64. January 3, 1913. Telegrams of the Albanians from Romania to Edward Grey, 

protesting against the claims of Greeks regarding the “Albanian” Coritza, and against the 
Serbian pressures. / p. 171 

65. January 9, 1913. Article în „Minerva” about “the mysteries” of Macedonia, 
referring to the declarations of a Bulgarian leader, of the Albanians, to the role of Romania 
(“Bucharest, the capital of Macedonia”). / p. 172 

66. January 25, 1913. Statistics regarding the number of Albanians – compared with 
that of South Slavs –, extracted from the statement presented to ambassadors in London by 
the Albanian delegates. / p. 173 

67. January 26, 1913. Correspondence from Venice, with the title Towards the 
independent Albania; references about the events in Albania; fights with Serbian military 
units; Albanian national-political currents). / p. 175 

68. February 9, 1913. Interview with Daniel Zografi, “one of the Albanian leaders in 
Romania”. / p. 178 
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69. February 10, 1913. In a newspaper of the Aromanians established in Bucharest it 
is mentioned that in the Albano-Romanian Congress of Triest “it would be better to 
participate as many Romanians from Epirus and Albania”. / p. 179 

70. February 13, 1913. Meeting of the Albanians from Bucharest; telegram sent to 
the governments of the Great Powers: “painfully moved by the story of Albanian refugees, 
eyewitnesses of the massacres committed by the Serbian army, we implore justice and 
protection, asking for the reprobation and the indignation of civilized nations regarding the 
systematic extermination procedures of the Albanian population by an army with claims 
of civilization”.  / p. 180 

71. February 17, 1913. Under the title Who are the Albanians?, it is presented a synthesis 
about the origin of the Albanians, “the nation which is the most related with the Romanians”, 
about who, “with no mistake, we can say that they are blood brothers”. / p. 181 

72. March 1, 1913. Extensive presentation of “Albania and Albanians”, made by the 
Romanian professor Apostol D. Culea. / p. 184 

73. March 13-March 29, 1913. Comprehensive account, in „Românul” (Arad), of 
works from within the Albanian Congress from Trieste, “in which there were established 
the basis of the future Albano-Romanian state – a Switzerland in the Balkans – and was 
consecrated the sincere fellowship between the two Balkan nations, with Thracian-Roman 
origin: Albanians and Aromanians”. / p. 189 

74. March 15, 1913. Considerations with the title Pro Albania, regarding the works 
within the Ambassadors’ Conference in London, dedicated to the founding of the 
Albanian State: “The elitist circles from Bucharest give a great political importance to the 
fact that, for the first time Romania is called to say its opinion in an European Aeropagus”. 
Statistics regarding the presence of Greek element in Epirus and Albania. / p. 208 

75. March 26, 1913. Albania’s autonomy in the context of divergent interests of the 
Great Powers. / p. 210 

76. March 31, 1913. Debate entitled The feasible Albania, The unrealizable Great 
Albania, The feasible Autonomy of Macedonia as answer to an article written by dr. T. 
Şunda. / p. 211 

77. April 14, 1913. Faik Coriţa and Derviş Hima about “the unjustified claims of 
Greeks in Albania”. / p. 212 

78. April 21, 1913. Comment about the internal dissensions in Albania, with the title 
The king Essad Pasha. / p. 213  

79. April 21, 1913. Albanian people and its policy. Reflections of a Albanian leader 
translated in Romanian. / p. 215 

80. April 26, 1913. The Austrian-Italian influence in Albania in the context of the 
rivalry between the two powers. / p. 216 

81. April 27, 1913. Comments regarding the fate of Albania – annexed by Austria and 
Italy, “according to its own request”; German-born prince; the role of Essad Pasha (pro-
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Russian); secret decisions of the Congress from Trieste (the declaration of Albania as 
Austrian province). / p. 217 

82. May 1, 1913. Correspondence from Brindisi, with the title The epilogue of 
Albania’s independence.  / p. 219 

83. May 17. Correspondence from Bitolia about The independent Albania and the 
Macedo-Romanians.  / p. 224 

84. May 26, 1913. Meeting of the member of the Macedo-Romanian Society of 
Culture from Bucharest; the speakers claim the Aromanians to be “incorporated” in the 
new state from the Balkans. / p. 225 

85. May 27, 1913. Dr. Shunda, the president of the Albano-Romanian Society from 
Bucharest, is pleading for the Italian-Romanian alliance: “We, the Aromanians, have paid 
with death our daring of declaring ourselves Romanians”. / p. 226 

86. June 11, 1913. The Romanian historian Ioan Ursu, born in Transylvania, presents 
the Balkan regional history, with the title The Albano-Romanian dualism: “The territory 
included between Valona and Durazzo, forms on the Adriatic coast an ethnic, compact 
area, which mat serve as basis for the founding of a state which can guarantee the life of 
Romanians in Albania. This state will be annexed to Albania forming together a dualism, 
according with the Austrian-Hungarian one”. / p. 228 

87. July 6, 1913. Appeal of the Albanians from Romania, “our adoptive country”, for 
helping the families of the Romanian soldiers who participated in the Second Balkan War. / 
p. 230 

88. July 22, 1913. The memorial of the Albanian Colony from Bucharest, handed to 
the prime-minister Titu Maiorescu, by which it was required “that within the discussions 
regarding the re-establishing of the Balkan equilibrium, to give all the powerful and 
cordial support of Your Excellency to the claims of the Albanian nation, and by the 
decision taken within the conference, to obtain a positive achievement for Albania, 
ensuring yourself that the Albanian nation will be forever grateful”. / p. 231 

89. September 21, 22, 23, 1913. Extensive documentary material Regarding the 
Albanian question, signed by the publicist Titu D. Panaitescu: “The Albanians – as it is 
written in their manifest – have been the fiercest fighters for freedom and they «have 
opened the way towards the success for the Balkan states». We can not talk about freedom 
in the Balkan Peninsula without mentioning the Albanians”. / p. 232 

90. September 23, 1913. Assumptions regarding The origin of Albanians, focusing on 
the considerations of the Romanian scholar Bogdan P. Haşdeu. / p. 236 

91. September 23, 1913. With the title Albania’s border, it is shown that the decision 
taken in the Conference of London is not satisfying neither the Albanians, nor the 
Serbians: “And this hate can not be removed either by skills or by the savage repression 
which is prepared. It remains only one way: the rectification of the border delimited in 
London and the establishment of a border which can take into account the sacred principle 
of the national autonomy”. / p. 237 
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92. October 27, 1913. Biography of prince William and of princess Sofia of Wied. / 
p. 238 

93. December 17. The press body of the National-Liberal Party is pleading that The 
Romanian Epirus, the Pind must be annexed to Albania (the title of the article signed by 
the Romanian poet and publicist Ion Foti, withAromanian origin). / p. 239 

94. December 20, 1913. Continuation of the pleading, with the title The Romanian 
Pind to be incorporated in Albania. An appeal for the Romanian government. / p. 241 

95. December 31, 1913. Editorial of the national-liberal newspaper from Bucharest, 
“Viitorul”: “The difficulties of today’s Albania are the beginnings of its modern life. They 
will pass, like the other nations’ difficulties have passed. The history is repeating itself”. / 
p. 242 

 

- 1914 - 

 
96. January 1, 1914. Presentation of the work Il nuovo stato di Albania, written by 

“the eminent Italian professor” Antonio Baldacci, dedicated “to the establishment of the 
Albanian state and of the ethnic character of the Albanian nation, a very precious 
contribution to the enlightenment of a question which is preoccupying the European 
diplomacy”. / p. 244 

97. January 10, 1914. An extensive interview of Faik bey Konitza about the situation 
in Albania: “Albania, which comes out from a terrible crisis (four years of insurrections 
and one year of invasions, so five years of disorders) and which was dominated four 
centuries by the brutality and negligence of the Turkish regime, is – naturally – as a 
cripple which is not easy to be cured, which is requiring time, but I am absolutely sure 
about its vitality, force and future”. / p. 245 

98. January 11, 1914. Presentation of Tirana, “the nest of Essad Pasha”: “No town of 
Albania does not require the interest of a foreign tourist as much as Tirana. Founded by a 
Muslim, the town remained as it was four centuries ago”. / p. 248 

99. January 12, 1914. The king of Greece about the delimitation of Albania’s 
borders: “The claims of the Great Powers regarding the cession of Southern Albania 
represents a great injustice. By this, Greece brought a great national sacrifice, because the 
Epirus is in reality a part of Greece, the inhabitants from Epirus being in their majority 
Greeks”. / p. 249 

100. January 13, 1914. Comment regarding the military situation in Albania: “Which 
will be the situation after the evacuation of Albania by the Greek regular troops, we can 
not anticipate. But there are still indices that the Greek volunteers are waiting only for the 
departure of the regular troops in order to start their action for the conquest of the entire 
Epirus”. / p. 250 
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101. January 17, 1914. Correspondence from Constantinople, regarding the relations 
between Turkey and Albania, and “the possibility of an agreement between Turkey and 
Greece”. / p. 251 

102. January 22, 1914. Editorial of “Minerva” newspaper, with the title The 
difficulties which will have to face the prince of Wied. / p. 252 

103. January 26, 1914. Comment with the title The Albanians want a Muslim prince: 
“The situation in Albania is far from being satisfactory. There are made serious 
preparations for the arrival of Prince of Wied. But the population can not be reconciled 
with the idea that they have to give up their desire of having a Muslim prince”. / p. 253 

104. January 26, 1914. Presentation of the city of Durazzo, “the future residence of 
the prince of Wied”, and also of “three nice ports, which are: Alessio, Valona and 
Giovanni di Medua”. / p. 254 

105. February 1, 1914. Essad Pasha, with an Albanian delegation, left in Germany 
for offering the throne to the prince of Wied. / p. 255 

106. February 1, 1914. The considerations of Faik Bey Konitza, “one of the most 
important young patriots of Albania. He was also the president of the great Albanian 
Congress from Trieste in the last summer and he led the conference in London”, regarding 
the prince of Wied. / p. 257 

107. February 12, 1914. An Albanian pupil from Bucharest, Petre S. Marin, “gave to 
the prince of Wied the first details about Albania” (when he was in Bucharest, as a guest of 
the King and Queen of Romania); the title of the article – Little Albanian patriot. / p. 258 

108. February 14. The Albanians from Bucharest welcome the arrival of the price 
Wilhelm of Wied in Albania, at Durazzo. The Te-Deum was in the Albanian language; 
telegrams sent to king Carol I and to “king Wilhelm I of Albania”. / p. 259 

109. February 6, 1914. Reference regarding the course of N. Iorga about The history 
of Albania, held at the new Institute of South-East European Studies (January 31). / p. 261 

110. February 20, 1914. Article-essay of the student S.G. Boţoiu about Albania and 
the Albanians. / p. 266 

111. February 21, 1914. Editorial in “Dreptatea” newspaper, with the title The 
Albanian apple, which reveals the impact of the relations between the Great Powers 
regarding the birth and the consolidation of the Albanian State: “The Austrian-Italian 
cooperation in Albania is one of the happiest surprises of our era. Albanian has just been 
born, its prince is not already installed and between the two allies there are already some 
difficulties”. / p. 268 

112. February 24, 1914. Interview of “Universul” newspaper from Bucharest with 
the French colonel Léon Lamouche: “appreciated diplomat, he is today almost the only 
one in the Occident who knows the Albanian nation in all its manifestations”. / p. 269 

113. February 24, 1914. The member of the Albanian Colony from Romania 
celebrated by a banquet the arrival of the prince Wilhelm of Wied in Durazzo; the uttered 
speeches. / p.  274 
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114. February 25, 1914. Editorial about Albania, “which, receiving these days its 
sympathetic king, reached its final constitution”. / p. 275 

115. February 25, 1914. With the title A new kingdom: Albania, it is underlined the 
significance for the Albanians of founding themselves in an independent state, at the same 
time a guarantee for the regional stability: “it is important that the big step is already done, 
and if the human history is scoring on this occasion a new victory – the Balkan peace, as 
always likely to be disturbed, will find a new support”. / p. 276 

116. February 25, 1914. Celebrating the arrival in Albanian of the prince of Wied, by 
the member of the Albanian Colony from Constantza, “and also by the Macedo-
Romanians from Constantza”. / p. 277 

117. February 26, 1914. With the title Joy in Albania, the editorial of the national 
newspaper of the Conservative Party is revealing the festive atmosphere in Albania, 
concluding: “to be sincerely happy, we, the Romanians in the free kingdom from the 
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